
A mobile, district-wide 
Astronomy Lab 
As an extension to our observatory center,  we 
can provide an “a la carte” experience for district 
teachers.  With our mobile lab, the “AstroTruck,” 
a teacher may sign-up to have a district 
personnel bring astronomy gear and activities to 
them. MISD personnel already has experience in 
this area, from leading young students in hands-
on activities to eyepiece views of solar system 
objects, or even deep-sky views through night-
time observations.  Let us show you what is 
possible! 


Our community-wide 
Science Programs 
The message of education should be that we are 
all learners; and learning is a lifetime pursuit.  As 
kids watch the world revolve around them, we 
can teach them that they are merely part of a 
much larger universe. This message is 
worthwhile at the community level too. Whether 
our goal is to show our community that you are 
never too old to learn, to give them views of 
Saturn for the first time, or to demonstrate light-
pollution awareness and the benefits of energy 
preservation, an entire community benefits.

What is the MISD Advanced Science Center? 

A proposed observational “center” for innovative 
and on-going scientific studies, featuring three 
working observatories for all-sky studies.


Doing Science.  It’s our way!


Astronomy is unique.  It is the only science where 
amateurs can make meaningful contributions.  
And with modern technology and readily-
available equipment, a universe can be studied 
up-close and personal.  While not a goal in and of 
itself, real contributions to science often happen 
as a result of the inquiry.  For Mansfield ISD 
students, this leads to discovery.  Whether a 
personal discovery of seeing the cosmos for the 
first time or making a discover that is singularly 
ground-breaking.  Ownership happens!


And it’s not a pie-in-the-sky thought…singular 
discoveries happen routinely in today’s amateur 
astronomy!


Enrich. Enlight. Empower.  
Doing Science @ 

Mansfield ISD 
Astronomy Education with the Mansfield ISD 

Advanced Science Center

Rediscovering Science Education 
in Mansfield, Texas - All Images taken by Lake High School teacher Jay Ballauer



Sharing of Astronomy Assets 
A unique aspect of Astronomy is that much of what 
scientists do is collaborative.  Even among amateur 
astronomers, many team up from across the globe 
to share data sets and work jointly on projects.  With 
our own observatory center to “share,” joint 
programs and sharing can be done with anybody 
around the world.  


How about MISD Astronomy students having 
access to the same technology to do real-time, 
night sky observations in Australia?  Cloudy tonight?  
How about seeing if we can trade some time with a 
similar observatory in Wyoming?

Our powerful capabilities lead 
to ownership of the learning 
process and daily 
investigations to the universe 
around us… 

Hubble-Like Images 

Our instruments yield 
amazing images to both 
inspire and fuel activities, 
including advanced 
investigations in 
photometry, spectro-
scopy, and all-sky 
surveys.

Daylight Observing


Each day returns views 
of the sun, moon, and 
planets directly into the 
classroom. Bad weather 
or clouds?  


No bother. Let’s study it 
with our weather station!

Real-time Accessibility 

Our Internet-based 
cameras will stream 
astronomy data via the 
Internet…now! Not one 
person at a time, or 
even one classroom at a 
time…all classrooms, all 
ages.  Now!

Deep Space Views 

Our automation gives 
views of nightly views of 
galaxies, star clusters 
and wispy nebula.  This 
means more student 
“contact” time via 
scheduled, unattended 
deep sky studies!

An Innovative, Powerful, 
Vertically-Aligned Astronomy 
Curriculum 
Without knowing what’s possible, it becomes 
impossible to stay on the cutting-edge of curriculum 
design.  We know what’s possible!  Staying true to 
the TEKS objectives at each level, we can rework 
our astronomy education model to provide new, 
innovative curriculum throughout Mansfield ISD.  
Not only does this increase the impact our tools can 
have on education directly, but it builds teacher 
confidence in our science programs and provides 
incentive and excitement for kids of all levels. 

While there is a certain “coolness factor” to what 
can be done here, the real message to be 
conveyed is that Mansfield ISD thinks outside of 
the box when it comes to educating our kids.  
!
While other districts are providing iPads to kids to 
study science, MISD can also provide a universe 
to look at WITH those iPads!


The merger of 
Astronomy and 
Technology innovates 
and perpetuates 
excellence that is rare 
within education 
below the University 
level.  
!
Welcome to Mansfield 
ISD…the school 
district that does not 
just talk science, but 
actually does science!

The “Forward-thinking” of 
Mansfield ISD


